
TRANSITIONING NATURAL GAS 
FOR A LOW-CARBON FUTURE

Just as we are committed to providing customers with 100% carbon-free electricity by 2050, we have a plan 
to reduce the greenhouse gas footprint of our natural gas service.

It starts with delivering the cleanest natural gas possible to our customers and working with our suppliers to 
reduce methane emissions — a potent greenhouse gas. We will also develop the technology and programs 
to help customers reduce their carbon emissions from burning natural gas in equipment and appliances. 

Reducing emissions today while building the technology and market for the future 
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Fast-tracking technology while managing cost and equity issues

Natural gas is an energy workhorse, safely delivering energy at an affordable cost to customers. In 
states where we deliver natural gas — Colorado, Michigan, Minnesota, North Dakota and Wisconsin — 
temperatures can drop to extremely cold levels and natural gas is a proven source for heating homes and 
businesses. In contrast, existing electric air source heat pump technology can’t effectively provide space 
heating at low temperatures. We need to accelerate the development of technologies to replace natural gas. 

Switching from natural gas will also be expensive for customers. For wealthier customers who invest in 
electric appliances, the cost to use electricity is three times that of natural gas. Customers who can’t afford 
to switch will be left with higher natural gas bills to cover the cost of maintaining the gas system. Studies 
show that extreme electrification mandates would have immediate impacts, adding as much as $250 to the 
average annual residential energy bill by 2025 — a more than 40% increase. Higher bills will hit customers in 
need the hardest. The Low Income Heating Assistance Program can help but will require additional funding. 
For example, if electrification increases heating bills in Colorado by more than 40%, the state’s energy 
assistance budget would need to grow by 66%.*

* Energy costs from the U.S. Department of Energy based on million British thermal units; 
projected annual average bill increase from the Analysis Group study on electrification and 
energy assistance data from an analysis of Colorado’s 2019 LIHEAP budget. 
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Leverage our buying power Reduce system emissions Enable new technology

Require reporting transparency  
and disclosure

Invest $1.4 billion in ongoing 
upgrades, keeping our methane 
emissions rate below 0.2%

Increase conservation

Purchase natural gas from suppliers 
with low methane emissions

Continue reductions through EPA 
Natural Gas STAR and Methane 
Challenge

Launch voluntary programs for 
all-electric zero-carbon new 
communities, smart water heaters, 
combination cooling-heating 

Support ONE Future goal to limit 
the industry’s methane emissions 
to 1% or less by 2025

Pursue renewable natural gas and 
hydrogen blending 

Offer customers a low-carbon  
gas choice


